Abstract-Many speech enhancement methods try to learn the relationship between noisy and clean speech, obtained using an acoustic room simulator. We point out several limitations of enhancement methods relying on clean speech targets; the goal of this work is proposing an alternative learning algorithm, called acoustic and adversarial supervision (AAS). AAS makes the enhanced output both maximizing the likelihood of transcription on the pre-trained acoustic model and having general characteristics of clean speech, which improve generalization on unseen noisy speeches. We employ the connectionist temporal classification and the unpaired conditional boundary equilibrium generative adversarial network as the loss function of AAS. AAS is tested on two datasets including additive noise without and with reverberation, Librispeech + DEMAND and CHiME-4. By visualizing the enhanced speech with different loss combinations, we demonstrate the role of each supervision. AAS achieves a lower word error rate than other state-of-the-art methods using the clean speech target in both datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T ECHNIQUES for single-channel speech enhancement range from conventional signal processing methods such as minimum mean square error [1] , wiener filter [2] , and subspace algorithm [3] to expressive deep neural network [4] - [6] . Most of the latter approaches are based on supervised learning, which requires clean speech paired with the noisy mixture to learn the relationship between them. Since such pairs are generally unknown, they need to be generated artificially from clean speech, assuming that they will match the target noisy environment. However, speech enhancement methods relying on clean speech targets have several limitations.
Firstly, the acoustic room simulator requires extensive environment information (i.e., room size distribution, reverberation time, source to microphone distance, and noise type) [7] to convolve the room impulse response and add noise to the clean speech. This information can be estimated from noisy speech; however, this itself is a challenging problem [8] , [9] . Secondly, the acoustic model trained on simulated data is often not generalized well in a real environment [10] . This is because simulation may not fully cover the real environment or represent characteristics other than additive noise and reverberation (e.g., Lombard effect [11] ).
Thirdly, when enhancement is used as a preprocessing stage for speech recognition, enhancement towards clean speech may not be the optimal approach. Speech recognition requires the phonetic characteristics in the enhanced speech to be preserved while suppressing other non-verbal details. However, yielding enhanced outputs that resemble clean speech is different from this direction.
To avoid the use of clean speech targets, we propose an alternative learning algorithm: acoustic and adversarial supervision (AAS). Acoustic supervision teaches an enhancement model to yield outputs that are recognized correctly by the pre-trained acoustic model. Adversarial supervision trains the enhancement model to yield outputs that have the general characteristics of clean speech. AAS 1 is compared with other state-of-the-art methods using clean speech target in synthetic and real noisy datasets. The remainder of this paper describes the review on conditional generative adversarial networks, the proposed AAS algorithm, experimental setting, and results.
II. CONDITIONAL GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK FOR SPEECH ENHANCEMENT
Speech enhancement is related to domain transfer problems (e.g., image-to-image [12] and voice conversion [13] ) where the source and target domains are the noisy and clean recording environments, respectively. The representative work is the frequency speech enhancement generative adversarial network (FSEGAN, [14] ) which employs two losses: the distance from the clean to enhanced speech and the loss function for the conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN, [15] ). Given a source domain (x s ) and a target domain (x t ) data, cGAN optimizes the min-max game between a generator (G) and a discriminator (D) with the value function (V ) given by
Here, G is trained to deceive D, which judges whether a given pair of cross-domain samples come from the real data (x s , x t ) or are generated from the source domain and random noise z (x s , G(x s , z)). Two losses of FSEGAN require the paired clean and noisy speeches, not available in the real environment.
Usually, domain transfer problems require unsupervised learning because the paired data between different domains are expensive to be obtained. Therefore, many domain transfer models based on cGAN [12] , [16] , [17] remove the dependency of the paired source in a discriminator and use the unpaired cGAN (upcGAN) whose value function (V ) is
where z is often omitted to learn deterministic generator.
However, upcGAN can lead the transferred sample G(x s ) merely having the general characteristics of the target domain, since the discriminator judges the transferred sample without seeing the paired source domain sample. This problem can be alleviated by imposing additional regularization [18] on a generated sample, such as cycle-consistency loss [16] , [17] . However, this loss is not applicable for speech enhancement because the original noisy speech cannot be reconstructed from enhanced speech since there are infinite possible noises to mix. Instead, we encourage the enhanced sample to be recognized correctly by an acoustic model as an alternative regularization.
III. ACOUSTIC AND ADVERSARIAL SUPERVISION
We propose acoustic and adversarial supervision (AAS) for a speech-enhancement learning algorithm, as shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed method consists of three models: Enhancement (E), Acoustic (A), and Discriminator (D). For the following description, m, s,ŝ, o, and t are the noisy mixture, (unpaired) clean speech, enhanced speech, grapheme probability, and transcription, respectively. We assume s and pairs of (m, t) are available for the training data.
A. Acoustic Supervision
Acoustic supervision trains the enhancement model to maximize the likelihood of transcription of the noisy sample. The pre-trained acoustic model (AM) provides the enhancement model with top-down information of the phonetic features essential for correct recognition. This is motivated from topdown attention mechanism of humans, applied for noiserobust speech recognition [19] , and N-best rescoring [20] . Although this supervision does not require a specific type of AM, we employ a neural network with connectionist temporal classification (CTC, [21] ). The CTC is used to label a sequence without requiring explicit alignment between the input and label sequences. Moreover, grapheme is used as the output unit of the neural network, so that AM does not require a lexicon, which allows generating out-of-vocabulary words during inference. The CTC loss function is given by
wheret is a sequence with CTC-blank added between every pair of graphemes in t, the beginning, and the end. The likelihood of t given E(m) is defined as sum of single path likelihoods across all possible alignments (Align(E(m),t)).
B. Adversarial Supervision
Adversarial supervision encourages the enhanced speech to have the characteristics of clean speech. We employ upcGAN by replacing G with E. The training convergence of upcGAN is improved further by leveraging the techniques of boundary equilibrium GAN (BEGAN, [22] ).
Firstly, the discriminator (D) auto-encodes the inputs (l D (x) = |x − D(x)|) instead of using binary logistic prediction to enhance training efficiency by providing diverse directions of the gradients within the minibatch [23] . Secondly, to balance the power of the discriminator (D) and the enhancement (E) model, the importance of loss on the clean sample (E s∼p(s) [l D (s)]) is controlled by the proportional control theory [22] given by formula (6) . This control helps to maintain the ratio of loss between clean and enhanced data as the pre-defined constant (γ ∈ [0, 1]): (6) where
C. Multi-task Learning
An enhancement model trained using acoustic supervision directly increases the likelihood of transcription on the AM. However, such a model is not unique and depends on the initialization of model parameters and training data. Due to the non-uniqueness, the enhanced output is not guaranteed to converge towards natural speech and often includes artifacts. Moreover, the optimal parameters differ depending on training data, which may not generalize well on an unseen data.
To constrain the solution, we employ the adversarial supervision as an auxiliary task. The adversarial supervision regularizes the enhanced speech having less artifacts, leading to the improved generalization on an unseen data.
Both losses are combined with weight w AC and w AD as
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
A. Common setting
In all experiments, all the parameters of the neural network are randomly initialized with the distribution N (0, 0.1 2 ). Adam optimizer [24] with learning rate 10 −5 and minibatch size 30 is used for training the model. The performance on the test data is reported when the word error rate (WER) on the validation data is the minimum out of 100 epochs. We use γ = 0.5, λ = 0.001 for optimizing the V upcBEGAN .
For the language model (LM), 4-gram trained with the Librispeech text corpus is used.
2 100-best hypotheses, obtained by beam search on AM, are rescored by combining AM score and length normalized word-level LM score [25] given by S = log p(y|x) + α log(p(y)/|y| β ).
We use 40-dimensional log-mel filterbank (LMFB) feature as the feature for enhancement and recognition. We employ 30 symbols (26 alphabets, underscore, apostrophe, whitespace, and CTC-blank) to represent the AM output.
The AM is trained with the Librispeech corpus [26] , which provides 960 h of read speech collected from 2,338 speakers as the training data. The AM combined with LM achieves a WER of 5.7% on the test-clean of Librispeech, which is competitive with DNN-HMM (5.3%, [26] ). This AM is applied for both the noisy domain datasets described in Section IV-B.
B. Noisy dataset
Librispeech + DEMAND [27] is a large-scale simulated dataset for evaluating enhancement for additive noise. For the training and validation data, 10 types of noise with SNR = {15, 10, 5, 0} are mixed. For the test data, 5 types of unseen noise with SNR = {17.5, 12.5, 7.5, 2.5} are mixed. The noise type, interval, and SNR are randomly selected for each clean utterance. We generate the simulated noisy speech as much as the clean Librispeech (i.e., 960, 10, and 10 h for training, validation, and test, respectively). CHiME-4 [28] provides read speech recorded from noisy environments with a 6-channel tablet microphone. It includes speech with additive noise (4 types) and reverberation. It provides 15, 3, 6, and 5 h of speech for simulted training, real training, validation, and test set, respectively. The acoustic room simulator [29] is used to generate multi-channel simulated training data which convolve single-channel clean speech with 88 ms impulse response estimated from 65 recordings of tablet microphones, and add 4 types of background noise. During training, the multi-channel data is sampled randomly to make the enhancement model robust to slight changes in source position [30] , [31] . Among the 6 channels, we report the WER of the 5th channel in the test data.
C. Comparable loss functions
As the single channel speech enhancement baseline, we evaluate the Wiener filter method [2] , with smoothing factor β = 0.98. For methods relying on clean speech target, we 2 The resources are available in http://www.openslr.org/11/. evaluate the method minimizing the L1 distance between clean and enhanced LMFB feature (DCE), and FSEGAN [14] described in Section II. The optimal hyperparameters (i.e., the number of hidden layers and neurons of the models, (α, β)) were selected based on yielding the minimum WER on validation data, under the DCE loss function. Selected hyperparameters and architecture of E are the same across all of the comparable loss functions. Fig. 2 shows the architectures of each A, E, D models. The speech feature is employed with the LMFB features. The architecture of A is based on a stack of convolutional and long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent layers. Each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalization and rectified linear unit nonlinearity. Each recurrent layer is followed by a sequence-wise batch normalization layer [32] .
D. Detailed architecture
Both E and D are multi-layer bidirectional LSTM-RNNs, whose input and output are LMFB features. Moreover, they have a residual connection between the input and output of each layer for better convergence [33] . Fig. 3 shows the LMFB features of noisy, paired clean, and enhanced speech obtained using different loss combinations on the simulated test sets. The enhanced feature obtained using the acoustic supervision (w AC = 1, w AD = 0) contains the characteristic of voice (e.g., harmonics) in the noisy mixture, and artifacts (e.g., the horizontal line for a few frequencies). Compared to acoustic supervision, the enhanced feature obtained using adversarial supervision (w AC = 0, w AD = 1) shows less artifacts, but has less voice characteristic at low frequency. The multi-task learning of AAS (w AC = 1, w AD = 10 5 ) maintains voice characteristics in the generated samples while suppressing the artifacts. This tendency is consistently observed in both noisy datasets. Fig. 4 compares the WERs obtained using values of w AD ∈ {0, 10 4 , 10 5 , 10 5.25 , 10 5.5 , 10 5.75 , 10 6 , 10 7 } given w AC = 1. On both datasets, the lowest WER on the validation data is observed when w AD is between 10 5 to 10 6 and starts to increase at some point. Table I and II show the WER and DCE (normalized by the number of frames) on the test set of Librispeech + DEMAND, and CHiME-4. The Wiener filtering method shows lower DCE, but higher WER than no enhancement. We conjecture that Wiener filter remove some fraction of noise, however, remaining speech is distorted as well. The adversarial supervision (i.e., w AC = 0, w AD > 0) consistently shows very high WER (i.e., > 90%), because the enhanced sample tends to have less correlation with noisy speech, as shown in Fig. 3 .
V. RESULTS

A. Enhanced feature obtained with different loss functions
B. WERs and distance between clean and enhanced feature
In Librispeech + DEMAND, acoustic supervision (15.6%) and multi-task learning (14.4%) achieves a lower WER than minimizing DCE (15.8%) and FSEGAN (14.9%). The same tendency is observed in CHiME-4 (i.e. acoustic supervision (27.7%) and multi-task learning (26.1%) show lower WER than minimizing DCE (31.1%) and FSEGAN (29.1%)).
Because the AM is trained on Librispeech, reducing DCE is directly related to lowering the WER in Librispeech+DEMAND, but does not ensure lowering of the WER in CHiME-4. This explains the slight WER difference between AAS and FSEGAN in Librispeech+DEMAND and the large difference in CHiME-4. severe overfitting since the size of training data is small. When AAS is trained with simulated and real datasets, it achieves the best result (24.7%) on the real test set.
VI. CONCLUSION
Speech enhancement models have several limitations when using clean speech from the simulated database as the target. To avoid relying on clean speech target, we propose training speech enhancement model with the multi-task learning of acoustic and adversarial supervision (AAS). Each supervision maximizes the likelihood of transcription on the pre-trained acoustic model and ensures general characteristics of clean speech in the enhanced output, which improves generalization on unseen noisy speech. The proposed method was tested on two datasets: Librispeech + DEMAND and CHiME-4. By visualizing the enhanced feature, we demonstrated the role of each supervision. AAS showed a lower word error rate compared to speech enhancement methods using a clean target. The proposed AAS can be combined with any acoustic model of a given clean speech and noisy speech with transcription.
